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1. Introduction. This paper is intended to extend some well-known

results for integral domains to nonsingular rings and to give a char-

acterization of right-semihereditary rings using their maximal right

quotient rings.

For homological notions the reader is referred to [2]. For the no-

tions, singular submodule, finite dimensional module, the reader is

referred to [7], [8]. For the notion of maximal quotient ring see [S].

For a module Mr, ZiMR) denotes the singular submodule.

All rings are rings with identity and all modules are unitary.

2. Semihereditary and hereditary rings. Gentile [6] has shown

that if 2? is a ring such that every principal right ideal is projective,

then ZiRii) =0 and if R is commutative and every principal ideal is

2?-flat, then Z(2?)=0, hence right (left) semihereditary rings have

zero singular right (left) ideal.

Theorem 2.1. If R is a ring such that ZiRR) =0 and Pr is an R-

projective module containing a finitely generated large submodule, then

Pr is finitely generated.

Proof. By [2, Proposition VII, 3.1], there exists a family {xa} of

elements of Pr and a family {/«} CZBP* = Hom(PB, RR) such that for

all xEP, x= zZx«f«(x)> where/„(x) =0 for all but a finite number of a.

Clearly, it is sufficient to show that fa is the zero map for all but

finitely many a.

Let BB he a finitely generated large submodule of PR, with gen-

erators bi, ■ ■ ■ , bn, then {a |/„(&,) ^0 for some I^'^m} =A is a

finite set of the indices and /„(23)=0, if aEA. If x£P, then

2= {rER\xrEB} is a large right ideal of R by [10, Proposition 1.2]

and for a(£A, 0=/„(xr) =/„(x)r for every rEI, so/«(x)GZ(2?fl) =0

and the theorem follows.

Corollary 1. If R is a ring such that ZiRR) =0 and diRl{) is finite,

then every R-projective right ideal is finitely generated.

Proof. If IR is an 2?-projective right ideal of R, then Ir contains

as a large submodule of Ir a finitely generated right ideal, by [10,

Theorem 1.3], hence by the theorem Ir is finitely generated.
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Corollary 2. 7/ R is a right hereditary ring with d(RR) finite, then

R is right Noetherian.

Proof. Since R is right hereditary Z(RR)=0 by remark in the

Introduction. By Corollary 1, every A-projective right ideal is finitely

generated, so R is right Noetherian since every right ideal is projec-

tive.

Corollary 1 generalizes the result that over a commutative integral

domain every projective ideal is finitely generated and Corollary 2

generalizes the result that a commutative integral domain which is a

hereditary ring is Noetherian.

The notion of a closed submodule as considered in [8] for example

will be useful.

Definition 2.2. A submodule BR of a right A-module AR is closed

in A if B has no proper essential extension in A, i.e. if C is a sub-

module containing B with B large in C, then B = C.

Lemma 2.3. (a) 7/ B is a submodule o/ A such that Z(A/B) =0,

then B is closed in A.

(b) 7/ B is closed in A and Z(A)=0, then Z(A/B)=0.

Proof, (a) If C is an essential extension of B in A and xEC, then

7= {rER\xrEB} is a large right ideal o/R, by [10, Proposition 1.2],

hence x+BEZ(A/B) =0, sox(E7> and it follows that B is closed in A.

(b) It x+BEZ(A/B), then I = {rER\xrEB} is a large right ideal

of R. The claim is that B+xR is an essential extension of B. If y = b

+xtEB+xR with bEB, tER, then 7= {rER\trEl} is a large right
ideal of R. Since Z(A) = 0, there is an r£7 such that yry^O, but

yrEB, so B is a large submodule of B+xR. Since B is closed, xEB,

so x+B = 0 and (b) follows.

The proofs of the results in the following proposition can be found

in [8].

Proposition 2.4. (a) 7/ MR is a finite dimensional right R-module

and Kr is a closed submodule o/ M, then M/K is finite dimensional and

d(M)=d(M/K)+d(K) (where d(M)=dim(M) o/ [s]).

(b) 7/ Mr = Mi® ■ ■ ■ ® Mn is the direct sum o/ the finite dimen-

sional submodules Mj,j=l, 2, • • ■ , n, then Mis finite dimensional and

d(M)=ll?-xd(M,).

Lemma 2.5. 1/ R is a finite dimensional right R-module and MR is a

finitely generated nonsingular right R-module, then Mr is finite dimen-

sional.

Proof. M is an epimorphic image of a finitely generated free right
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2?-module FR with kernel Kr. By Proposition 2.4(b), FR is of finite

dimension. Since M is isomorphic to F/K, F/K is nonsingular, so by

Lemma 2.3(a), A is a closed submodule of F. Now by Proposition

2.4(a), F/K is finite dimensional, hence so is M.

Theorem 2.6. If Ris right semihereditary and finite dimensional as a

right R-module, then every finitely generated torsionless [l] right R-

module is R-projective.

Proof. Let MR he a finitely generated torsionless right 2?-module.

Since R is semihereditary, ZiRR) =0, hence it is clear that ZiMR) =0.

since M is contained in a direct product of copies of Rr. By Lemma

2.5, it follows that Mr is finite dimensional.

Since M is torsionless there is O^fEuM* = Hom(MR, RR). Since

Im(f) is a finitely generated right ideal of 2?, K = Kerif) is a direct

summand of M, because Im(f) is 2?-projective. Let M = K®I. Now

proceed by induction on diM)=n, dimension of M, [8].

If m = 1, then K = 0 since f?*0, so M is isomorphic to Im(f), hence

R projective. If K = 0, then Mr is 2?-projective. If K^O, then K is

finitely generated torsionless, and d(K) <d(M) since Im(/)=2?^0,

hence by induction, K is 2?-projective and the theorem follows.

Corollary. If R is right semihereditary and finite dimensional as a

right R-module, then R is left semihereditary.

Proof. In view of Chase [3, Theorem 4.l] it is sufficient to show

that every torsionless right 2?-module is 2?-flat. Since submodules of

torsionless modules are torsionless and the functors Tor,f commute

with direct limits, it is sufficient to show that a finitely generated

torsionless right 2?-module is 2?-flat, because a module is the direct

limit of its finitely generated submodules. The corollary follows from

the theorem since 2?-projective modules are 2?-flat.

Theorem 2.7. Let Q be a ring such that Q is right Q-injective, then

every finitely generated nonsingular right Q-module is Q-projective and

Q-injective.

Proof. Let M he a finitely generated nonsingular right Q-module.

Then M is the epimorphic image of a free right Q-module F with finite

basis. Let K denote the kernel of the epimorphism. Since F is free on

a finite basis, F is Q-injective. Since M is nonsingular K is closed in F.

Clearly a closed submodule of an injective module is a direct sum-

mand, hence it follows that M is Q-projective and Q-injective.

Lemma 2.8. If R is a ring with Z(RR)=0 and 0^>K->F->M-+0 a
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short exact sequence 0/ right R-modules such that F is /ree, K contains a

finitely generated large submodule L and M is R-flat, then M is R-pro-

jective.

Proof. Let uu ■ ■ ■ ,un be generators of the finitely generated large

submodule L of K. Since M is A-flat by [3, Proposition 2.2] there is

an A-homomorphism 9: F—^K such that 9 is the identity map on L.

If xEK, then 7= {rER\xrEI>} is a large right ideal of R. For rEI,

xr=6(xr)=9(x)r so (x— 0(x))r = O for each rEI, hence x—6(x)

EZ(F) = 0 since Z(RR) =0. Thus, it is shown that 9 is the identity on

K, so the short exact sequence splits and the lemma follows.

Theorem 2.8. Let R be a ring with Z(RR) =0, Q its maximal right

quotient ring and MR a finitely generated right R module. Then MR

is R-projective i/ and only i/ Mr is R-flat and M®RQ is Q-projective.

Proof. There is an exact sequence 0—*KR—>FR-^>MR—>0 where FR

is free on a finite basis, K is the kernel of the epimorphism F—>M

and K—>F is the inclusion map.

Only i/: If Mr is A-projective, then the sequence splits and there-

fore the sequence

0^K®rQ-*F®rQ^-M®rQ->0

of right Q-modules is split exact. Since F®RQ is a free right <2-module,

it follows that M®RQ is right Q-projective.

I/: In view of Lemma 2.8 it is sufficient to show that K contains a

finitely generated large submodule. Since Mr is A-flat and M®RQ

is (^-projective, the sequence 0—>K®Q—>F®Q—>M®Q—>0 is split

exact and it follows that K®Q is a finitely generated right (J-module.

Clearly a finite set of generators of K®Q as a right Q-module of the

form ki®l, i = l, ■ ■ ■ , ff with kiEK exists. Let L be the submodule

of K generated by ki, • ■ ■ , kn. Since K is nonsingular, the sequence

0—*A—*K®Q is exact by [10, Proposition 2.2], K may be identified

in K®Q with those elements of the form x®l, xEK. If Oy^xEK,

thenx<g)l= Y,i-iki®Qi with q{EQ- Let 7= {rER\q,rER for all 4'},
then by [10, Proposition 1.2], 7 is a large right ideal of R. Clearly,

K®Q is nonsingular as a right A-module since Qr is, there is an rEI

such that 0y^xr®l = (x®l)r= y^2liki®qir= ^ik^qir))®! and it

follows that O^xrEL since ^; ^,(g,r) EL, so L is a large submodule

of K and the if part follows.

Corollary 1. 7/ R is a ring with Z(RR) =0 awa" Rr is finite dimen-

sional, then every finitely generated flat right R-module is R-projective.

Proof. In this case, Q, the maximal right quotient ring of R, is
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semisimple with minimum condition, by [10, Theorem 2.3], so every

Q-module is Q-projective and the corollary follows.

A special case of Corollary 1 is

Corollary 2. If R is a commutative integral domain, then every

finitely generated R-fiat R-module is projective.

Endo [4], has also established Corollary 2 as a consequence of a

more general theorem for commutative rings and their total quotient

rings. However, Corollary 2 can be proven directly, without appealing

to any quotient rings, using Lemma 2.8.

Theorem 2.9. Let Rbe a ring with Z(Rr) =0, Q its maximal quotient

ring such that RQ is left R-flat. Then every finitely generated R-fiat

submodule of a free right R-module is R-projective.

Proof. Let MR he a finitely generated submodule of the free right

A-module F'R. Since rQ is left 2?-flat the sequence of right Q-modules

0—>M®rQ—>F®rQ is exact, hence it follows that M®RQ is a non-

singular right Q-module since Q is. Clearly, M<g>RQ is a finitely gen-

erated right Q-module and Q is right Q-injective module, by Theorem

2.7, M®RQ is Q-projective. If Mr is 2?-flat, then by Theorem 2.8

Mr is 2?-projective.

It is well known, e.g. [3], that a commutative integral domain R

is semihereditary (Priifer ring) if and only if GWD(2?)^1. Chase

[3] generalized this for arbitrary semihereditary rings. Another gen-

eralization will be given here.

Theorem 2.10. For a ring R the following statements are equivalent.

(1) R is right semihereditary.

(2) Z(RR)=0. GWD(i?)^l and Q the maximal right quotient ring

of R is left R-flat.

Proof. (1) implies (2). Z(RR) =0 by the remark at the beginning of

this paper and that GWD(2?);S1 is well known, e.g. [2]. To show

that RQ is left 2?-flat it is sufficient to show that if 2 is a finitely gen-

erated right ideal of R, then the sequence 0—>2®a:Q—>R®RQ is exact.

Since I is 2?-projective, by Theorem 2.8, I®RQ is Q-projective, hence

nonsingular as a right 2?-module. If zZ?=i a<®?» = 0 in R<g>RQ, with

ctiET q<EQ, then ^,-a,-g,- = 0 and J={rER\qirER all i} is a
large right ideal in R by [lO, Proposition 1.2]. In I®RQ, for

^EJ, izZi ai^qi)r=zZai'^air=(zZiO'iiqir))<S)l=0i^l=0, since
zZ>ai0i = Q> so IZ. a^qiEZil®Q) =0 and (2) follows.

(2) implies (1). If IR is a finitely generated right ideal of R, then

IR is A-flat since GWD(7?) ^ 1, so by Theorem 2.9 IR is 2?-projective

and (1) follows.
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